
Staging: Rifle loaded 10 rounds on the  Jail Table.

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered

Shotgun open and empty on the Jail Table

Standing at the Jail Table holding the shot gun shell filled with dimes in one hand and the 
other hand on the shotgun the shooter says “Go Ahead Bob I’ll Make You Famous”. 

ATB:. Drop the shotgun shell and pick up your shot gun and shoot the soda can thrower. If 
the can is hit it is a 5 second bonus. Make shot gun safe and pick up your rifle and shoot the 
tombstone rack until all plates are down. Put  your remaining rounds on either buffalo. If 
any plates are left on the tombstone rack that will be counted as  a miss.Make 
rifle safe and move to the gun horse and alternate the left square and buffalo for 5 rounds then 
alternate the right square and buffalo for 5 rounds. 

Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 1111
William McCartyWilliam McCartyWilliam McCartyWilliam McCarty

Round Count
10rifle
10Pistol 
2+Shot gun

Billy the Kid: (1859– 1881) real name Henry  McCarty has become one of the legendary 
figures of the Wild West. His mother was an Irish immigrant who grew up in Ireland and 
raised her son in a New York slum before heading out west. In 1877, McCarty began to refer 
to himself as "William H. Bonney. After murdering a blacksmith during an altercation in 
August 1877, Bonney became a wanted man in Arizona Territory and returned to New 
Mexico, where he joined a group of cattle rustler's. He was killed by Sheriff Pat Garrett.

Soda can thrower
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Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 2222
Emmett Dalton

Round Count
10 Rifle 
10 Pistol 
4+ Shotgun

Staging: Two pistols loaded with 5 rounds each holstered . 
Rifle loaded with 10 rounds on the dynamite stand. 
Shotgun, open and  empty on the dynamite stand. 

Standing at either gun horse, both hands holding the money bag. When ready  shooter says 
“We Are Gonna Take Both Banks”
ATB: Drop the money bag and with your first pistol do a 1,3,1 sweep starting on either the 
rectangle or the circle. Holster pistol and move to the dynamite stand. Shooters choice shot 
gun or rifle next. With shot gun knock down 4 shot gun knockdowns in any order. With rifle  
shoot the Texas star until all plates are off the star. Misses on the star do not count as 
misses. Put you remaining rounds on any pistol target. If any plates remain on the star shoot 
the popper with your shot gun for that many shots. Make your long guns safe and move to the 
other horse and repeat the instructions of your first pistol. *Gunfighters must shoot this 
double duelist.
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Texas Star

Emmett Dalton: (1871-1937) The Dalton gang were al known as the 'Wild Bunch' one of the 
most famous train robber families in American history. Emmett Dalton was a ringleader and 
the only survivor of the famous Coffeyville shootout in 1892. The Dalton Gang's criminal 
enterprise was ended on October 5, 1892 when they attempted to rob two banks at once in 
Coffeyville Kansas. Four of the gang were killed in the ensuing gun fight. Emmett Dalton 
survived the raid but received 23 gunshot wounds. 
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Stage #3Stage #3Stage #3Stage #3
Jack Powers

Jack Powers was an Irish born immigrant who came to New York as a child. During the 
California Gold Rush he was a well known professional gambler and a famed horseman. He had 
two brushes with the law in San Francisco in 1849 in Santa Barbara in 1853. He had difficulties 
with the vigilantes of San Francisco in 1856 and at Los Angeles in 1857. he was accused by San 
Luis Obispo vigilantes in the 1857 for the murder of two men, and of being the head the gang 

named the Jack Powers Gang in 1883, 

“Staging: Rifle loaded 10 rounds on the Wanted Poster Table 

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each on table

Shotgun open and empty on the gun horse.

Standing at the gun horse holding the deck of cards in both hands Shooter says in an Irish Brogue 
“Deal Me The Luck Of The Irish”

ATB: Drop the cards and pick up your shot gun and shoot the 2 shot gun knockdown targets on the 
left in any order. Move to the Wanted Poster Table and make shot gun safe. Shooters choice Pistols or 
rifle next. With Pistols put 2 shots on the circles and 3 shots on the squares in any order. With Rifle 
put 2 shots on the squares and 3 shots on the rectangles in any order. Make rifle safe or holster 
pistols. Pick up your shot gun and shoot the 2 shot gun knockdown targets on the right in any order. 
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Round Count
10 rifle
10 Pistol 
4+ Shot gun
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Stage # 4Stage # 4Stage # 4Stage # 4
Thomas Fitzpatrick

Staging: Rifle loaded 10 rounds on the hay bale

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered

Shotgun open and empty on the  Hay Bale 

Standing at the gun horse  holding the tomahawk in one hand shooter says “Across the Great 
Divide”. 

ATB: Shooters Choice: Shooter may start with any gun. Rifle cannot be last. With pistols 
starting at either end do a 1,1,6,1,1 sweep on the five targets. With Rifle starting at either end do a 
1,1,6,1,1 sweep on the five targets. With shot gun shoot the soda can thrower and shot gun swinger 
until plate is off the swinger, in either order. (if the can is hit it is a 5 second bonus) 

Round Count
10 Rifle
10 Pistol 
4+ Shot gun

Soda can thrower
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Thomas Fitzpatrick was a Cavan native and one of the first white men to venture into the great 
uncharted territory west of the Missouri River. As a fur trader he discovered the south pass 
through the Rockies, and became famous as a Mountain Man who guided settlers and 
missionaries through hostel Indian territory into new settlements west of the Great Divide.

Tomahawk



Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 5555
Eliza Rosanna Gilbert

Staging: Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered.

Rifle loaded 10  rounds  staged on Whiskey Wagon.

Shotgun open and empty on the Cactus table

Shooter standing at the Whiskey Wagon holding a Corset in one hand and the tarantula in the 
other. Says “Come , Dance With My Tarantula”

ATB: Put the Corset and Tarantula on the whiskey wagon and with your pistols  first 5 rounds shoot 
the plates on the plate rack. With your 2nd pistol put 5 rounds on the Pistol dump target holster 
pistols. (misses on the plate rack do not count as misses) Pick up the tarantula and move to 
the cactus and drop the tarantula. Pick up your rifle and  do a 1,4,4,1 sweep from either end on the 4 
rifle targets. Make rifle safe and pick up your shot gun and shoot the 4 shot gun knockdown targets in 
any order . If any plates are left shoot the popper for the amount of plates left standing.
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Round Count
10 Rifle
10 Pistol
4+ Shotgun

Pistol Dump target

Falling Plate Rack
Popper

Eliza known as Lola Montez became one of the most sought-after courtesans of her era. She 
was famous far and wide in the West for her “Tarantula Dance” in which the discovery of a 
spider in her corset would necessitate the removing of her clothing. Alas her routine became a 
bit passé in the dance halls of California.

Corset
Tarantula


